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○ Revisiting Superpixels for Active Learning in Semantic Segmentation with Realistic Annotation Costs
○ All you need are a few pixels: semantic segmentation with PIXELPICK



Conventional (passive) Machine Learning



Motivation
In many scenarios we will actually have access to a lot of data, but it will be 
infeasible to annotate everything. 

Can we train machines with less labeled 
data and less human supervision?

● Semi-supervised Learning. Exploit the unannotated data to get better feature 
representations and improve the algorithms learned on the annotated data.

● Active Learning. Choose the data that is going to be annotated.
● Reinforcement Learning.



Active Machine Learning
(also called “query learning,” or sometimes “optimal experimental design” in the statistics literature)



What and Where Information

Active learning is more efficient than passive learning for localized “where” information



Three Main AL Scenarios



Pool-Based Scenario



Querying Strategies



Uncertainty Sampling

Acquisition function: map data to uncertainty rankings

● Entropy 
○ Entropy function is maximized the all it’s inputs are equal, meaning model is completely 

confused between the categories

● Variation Ratio: proportion of cases which are not in the mode category
● Best-versus-second best(BvSB) margin:ratio between the posteriors of the 

two most confident classes



Disagreement Sampling (Query-By-Committee)

Instead of measuring the uncertainty of a single model, we can train an ensemble 
of many different models that are consistent with labeled data. 

The most informative query is the data about which they most disagree.

Measure of disagreement: 

● Vote Entropy
● Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence



Disagreement Sampling

Consider points uniform on unit ball and linear classifiers passing through origin
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Active Binary Classification



Diversity Sampling
Minimize the distance between unlabeled data and it’s closest labelled data.

Greedy approximation: Find data x with the largest distance from the training set D, 
add x to D. Repeat.



Hybrid Methods



Deep Active Learning



Challenges Combining DL and AL

● Model uncertainty in DL is not clear; The output from the final softmax layer 
tends to be over confident.

○ Bayesian neural networks with Monte Carlo (MC) Dropout with can be used to obtain posterior 
uncertainties over network predictions

● Need acquisition function that works for batch setting
○ Naive method: choose top k
○ How to capture diversity and correlation between data?



Application

● Visual Data Processing
○ Image classification and recognition
○ Object detection and semantic segmentation
○ Video processing

● Natural Language Processing
○ Machine translation
○ Text classification
○ Semantic analysis
○ Information extraction
○ Question-answering

● Gene expression, Robotics, Social Networking…



AL for semantic image segmentation

● Image-based
● Region-based

○ Regular shapes: rectangles, polygons…
○ Superpixels
○ Pixels

Applications in digital pathology, remote 
sensing and autonomous driving.



CVPR 2021



Superpixel Generation



Methodology

● Acquisition function: 

Best-versus-Second Best margin

● Class-balanced Sampling: assign 

weights to the uncertainty measure 

to favour samples from the 

under-represented classes.



Annotation Cost Measurement



Best paper at ICCV 2021 ILDAV workshop





Sampling Pixel Coordinates

● From a “localise and classify” task 
to a “classify” task (single 
key-press).

● Leverage inductive biases 
provided by ConvNet to capture 
spatial dependencies.

● Robust to annotators errors.



Results
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